A methodology is developed for constructing robust combinations of time-series forecast models which improve upon a given benchmark specification for all symmetric and convex loss functions. The optimal forecast combination asymptotically almost surely dominates the benchmark and, in addition, optimizes the chosen goal function, under standard regularity conditions. The optimum in a given sample can be found by solving a Convex Optimization problem. An application to forecasting of changes of the S&P 500 Volatility Index shows that robust optimized combinations improve significantly upon the out-of-sample forecasting accuracy of simple averaging and unrestricted optimization.
Introduction
A body of literature starting with Bates and Granger (1969) and Newbold and Granger (1974) aims to improve forecast accuracy by combining multiple individual forecast models. The main purpose is to provide a combined model that performs better than the best individual model by combining the complementary information contained in the individual models. Clemen (1989) Stochastic Dominance (SD; Hadar and Russell (1969) , Hanoch and Levy (1969) and Rothschild and Stiglitz (1970) ) was originally developed to compare risky choice alternatives using utility functions. Jin, Corradi and Swanson (2017) extend the use of this stochastic order to forecast comparison based on loss functions. An SD relation arises if a given forecast achieves a lower expected loss than a second forecast for all permissible loss functions, allowing for a robust classification.
Whereas Jin, Corradi and Swanson (2017) test for dominance relations among a set of given forecast models in the spirit of Schmid and Trede (1998) , Anderson (1996) , Davidson and Duclos (2000) , Barrett and Donald (2003) and Linton, Maasoumi and Whang (2005) , the present study seeks to combine given models to build a dominance relation in the spirit of Kuosmanen (2004) This application of SD seems even more promising than the application to forecast model comparison: optimization enhances the discriminatory power of stochastic orders and, in addition, introduces a greater need for robustness.
Whereas SD comparisons tends to suffer from low discriminatory power due to incomparability of the evaluated forecast models, the proposed methodology can construct forecast combinations which exhibit the desired dominance relation.
Optimization based on a given loss function fuels over-fitting to the data and generally exhibits limited predictive ability out of sample. The over-fitting problem is reduced by requiring improvements for all permissible loss functions, including ones which are more robust against outliers than the standard Gaussian loss function.
The optimal forecast combination weights are found using numerical optimization. A Convex Optimization problem is obtained by applying a linearization of partial moments in the spirit of Rockafellar and Uryasev (2000) . Similar linearizations have been used in optimization with standard second-degree SD (SSD) constraints (Dentcheva and Ruszczynski (2003) , Kuosmanen (2004) and Roman, Darby-Dowman and Mitra (2006)).
Relevant large-sample properties of the optimal forecast combination can be obtained It is generally difficult to engineer dominant forecast combinations if improvements are required for such pathological loss functions. This problem is reminiscent of the limited discriminatory power of the First-degree Stochastic Dominance (FSD) order for utility functions.
To enhance power, the focus in the present study is on a class of Symmetric Convex Loss (SCL) functions, which includes the standard Gaussian, Laplacian and Huber loss functions as special cases. The associated stochastic order is tentatively referred to as SCLSD. As will be shown below, this stochastic order is closely related to the standard Second-degree Stochastic Dominance (SSD) order for utility functions.
The flip side of the additional power of the SCL functions is a greater risk of specification error. Several important applications require the relaxation of the symmetry and convexity assumptions or even the use of a 'scoring function' which is more general than a loss function (Gneiting (2011) ). Nevertheless, SCL loss functions are appropriate for the common task of the evaluation of the mean or median of a predictive distribution. This task commonly arises in the forecasting of investment returns to portfolios of financial securities and changes to security market indices using predictive regression models.
The proposed methodology is applied to the forecasting of daily changes of the Chicago Board Options Exchange S&P 500 Volatility Index (VIX). The VIX is a leading measure of implied volatility of short-term S&P 500 stock index option prices. The index mirrors the market price of 'delta-neutral straddles' of S&P500 stock index options; changes in the VIX resemble investment returns to these straddles. Futures and options contracts written upon the VIX provide trading instruments related to market volatility.
The literature about implied volatility predicting starts with Harvey and Whaley (1992) who forecast daily changes of implied volatility of S&P100 index options with a view to trading option positions on the basis of the forecasts. This approach resembles the forecasting of investment returns (of option trading strategies) and should not be confused with using implied volatility estimates for forecasting market volatility (an alternative application area which is reviewed by Poon and Granger (2003) ).
The evaluation of volatility forecasts is complicated by the latent nature of true market volatility, which motivates non-standard loss functions such as the QLIKE loss function (Patton (2011) ). By contrast, the VIX is an observable measure of expected volatility (rather than realized volatility). The observable nature of the measure allows for using standard predictive regressions for VIX changes, interpreting the resulting forecasts as estimates for the conditional mean of the predictive distribution and evaluating competing specifications using standard loss functions, just as in the more common case of predictive regressions for S&P500 index returns.
The empirical results shows that robust optimized combinations improve significantly upon the out-of-sample forecasting accuracy of simple averaging and unrestricted optimization.
Theoretical Concepts

Preliminaries
A random variable X is forecast using M ≥ 2 distinct forecast models, generating point
The forecasts could be constructed, for example, using predictive regression, analysts forecasts or market prices of securities; the forecasts may also include pre-defined combinations or transformations of basic forecasts. The forecast models are evaluated based on their forecast errors U := X1 M − Y . The joint cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the errors is denoted by F :
The individual forecasts may be biased or imprecise. Combinations of the forecasts are formed to improve the predictive accuracy. This approach can improve precision through diversification of forecast errors. In addition, positive biases of some individual models can offset negative biases of other models. The mixing weights are represented by λ ∈ Λ, where
The errors of a given forecast combination can be expressed as
It is straightforward to generalize the analysis from the unit simplex Λ to a general polytope K. This approach would increase the possibilities for error diversification and bias reduction, but it also tends to increase the sensitivity to sampling variation.
Any polytope can be formulated as the convex hull of its vertices. Therefore, the individual forecasts may be replaced with the most extreme feasible combinations. For example, the base forecasts may include a constant (for example, Y 1 = 0) and/or multiples of other forecasts (for example, Y 1 = cY 2 , c > 1), to endogenize the scaling of the forecasts.
An alternative, equivalent approach is obtained by formulating the polytope as the intersection of halfspaces. This formulation however requires a generalization of the proposed
To simplify the notation, the focus here is on the vertex formulation, without loss of generality.
Stochastic order
Let L be the class of SCL functions L : Z → R + which achieve a minimum at L(0) = 0, increase as the error moves away from zero and obey symmetry: L(E) = L(|E|). This class includes the standard Gaussian, Laplacian and Huber loss functions as special cases.
Instead of pursuing a complete order for a single 'optimal' loss function L ∈ L, the analysis relies on a partial order which considers the entire class of loss functions:
Definition 2.1. Forecast combination λ ∈ Λ stochastically dominates forecast combina-
In other words, SCLSD occurs if the first combination achieves a lower expected loss than the second combination for every permissible loss function. If this dominance relation can be established, then the analyst does not have to choose a specific loss function to rank the two forecasts combinations. It seems particularly comforting that the ranking arises also for loss functions which are robust to outliers.
The class L is closely related to standard SSD. Specifically, U (x) := −L(−x), x ≤ 0, is an increasing and concave utility function and the minimization of E F [L(E)] is equivalent to the maximization of the expectation of
. SCLSD in terms of forecast error E thus corresponds to SSD in terms of negative absolute forecast error (−|E|).
Every permissible loss function L ∈ L is a positive mixture of singularity functions 
For some fixed and given benchmark forecast combination τ ∈ Λ, the set of dominant combinations is given by
This set is non-empty, closed and convex under the maintained assumptions about the joint distribution, loss functions and feasible set Λ.
Optimal combinations
An optimization problem is proposed to construct a feasible forecast combination which dominates the benchmark. The goal function is the reduction of expected loss for some given
The following optimization problem is proposed:
If the loss function is strictly convex, the solution will be unique and the optimal combination will be efficient (not dominated by a nonequivalent alternative). In case of local linearity of the loss function, multiple optimal solutions may exist. In this case, a second optimization problem could be solved to detect secondary improvement possibilities and avoid a solution which is inefficient.
Although optimization problem (4) is convex, the number of constraints is uncountable and, furthermore, the dominance constraints (λ ∈ Λ F ) involve the intractable maximum 
Numerical Example
A numerical example is developed with two forecast models (M = 2) with a simple and known joint error distribution. Analytical solutions can be derived in a straightforward way in this example, in contrast to typical applications. Naturally, the benefits of forecast combination remain limited in the case with only two models compared with a multitude of models.
The random variable X obeys a latent standard uniform distribution. , for every loss function L ∈ L. The optimal forecast follows the Bates distribution for the mean of three independent standard uniform variables. This forecast dominates all other mixtures by SCLSD.
For given mixing weights λ 1 and λ 2 , the MSFE equals λ . The optimal forecast reduces the MSFE to 1 9 ≈ 0.111, which is the minimum across all mixtures.
By contrast, the Equal Weighted Average (EWA) (
) achieves an MSFE of [Insert Figure 1 about here]
In this simple example, the unconstrained optimization problem max λ∈Λ G F ,λ and its constrained counterpart max λ∈Λ F G F ,λ have the same solution and, furthermore, the solution does not depend on the choice of the loss function in the objective function. In addition, the joint error distribution F is known and estimation error for the optimal mixing weights does not play a role.
In more realistic applications, unconstrained optimization for a given loss function does not ensure SD of naive benchmarks. In these cases, explicit SD constraints will ensure reductions in expected loss for every permissible loss function.
Furthermore, in realistic applications, the joint error distribution F is latent and needs to be estimated, introducing estimation error for the optimal mixing weights. In this case, the SD constraints tend to avoid concentrated solutions and help to improve the robustness and goodness of the solutions. Section 6 studies the effect of sampling variation using a Monte
Carlo simulation experiment based on the present numerical example.
Empirical Counterparts
The present section introduces an empirical counterpart of optimization problem (4) and derives a limit theory for the optimal forecasts based on time-series data. The limit theory can be used for statistical inference about the optimal forecasts in the spirit of Diebold and Mariano (1995) and McCracken (2000) .
The assumption framework is gradually refined to obtain stronger results. General re- 
Empirical optimization problem
The CDF F is latent and is estimated using a time-series sample of forecasted and realized values of the random variable X. To complicate matters, the forecasts are generally unobservable, since they may depend on unknown parameters.
Using a general formulation, the point forecasts
is a random vector and β 0 i ∈ IntB i is the latent parameter vector from parameter space
The forecasts at time t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T } are constructed asŶ i,t := m i (Z i,t , β t i ) for realizations Z i,t and parameter estimator β t i . Given realization x t , the unobservable error is U t := x t 1 M −y t and the observed error isÛ t := x t 1 M −ŷ t , where
If m i is independent of β 0 i and/or β 0 i is known for all i, then the original error U t becomes observable, several of the below assumptions become obsolete, and the derivations become simpler.
Given the observable time seriesÛ t , t = 1, . . . , T , the latent CDF F is approximated by the empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF), defined by
Section 4.6 includes a discussion about extending the analysis to other discrete estimators for the CDF in the spirit of Post, Karabati and Arvanitis (2018).
To approximate the dominant set Λ F by an empirical counterpart, it is important to account for boundary problems which may arise in case of binding inequalities; see, for example, Andrews and Soares (2010). These problems are particularly relevant in the present context of optimization with dominance constraints, as the latent optimum λ * will almost
These boundary problems are addressed here by introducing random slacks in the righthand sides of the empirical dominance constraints. Using a stochastic function c T :
to specify the permissible slacks, the following empirical version of Λ F is employed:
where
The empirical counterpart of the goal function is
Maximizing this goal function subject to the empirical dominance constraints gives the following empirical counterpart of forecast optimization problem (4):
Empirical process
Special attention is given to the SCLSD empirical process
The limit theory builds on the higher-level assumption that this empirical process converges weakly to a well-defined, zero-mean Gaussian process:
where G is a zero-mean Gaussian process with uniformly continuous sample paths in
The dependence ofÛ t on the estimators β t i , i = 1, . . . , M implies that the asymptotic covariance kernel K G generally reflects parameter estimation risk in addition to sample variation.
Since every L ∈ L can be characterized as
implies the following result:
dz is a zero-mean Gaussian process with covariance kernel
implies that the empirical objective function G F T ,λ converges in probability to its population equivalent G F ,λ uniformly in λ.
Consistency properties
Consistency properties are derived for (i) the empirical dominance classification, (ii) the optimal value of the goal function and (iii) the optimal values of the mixing weights.
In what follows, λ T denotes an optimal forecast combination, or a solution to the empirical optimization problem (7).
The following proposition establishes that false dominance classifications asymptotically almost never occur:
λ T ∈ Λ F , with probability converging to one.
While this result ensures that λ T converges to a feasible solution of latent optimization problem (4), it does not suffice to guarantee that λ T converges to an optimal solution. To achieve stronger results, several additional assumptions and concepts are introduced.
To deal with the aforementioned boundary problem, the assumptions on the slack process are tightened: c T (z) is now assumed be strictly positive and to converge to zero in probability with rate slower than
where f is a slowly varying function at infinity, for example, the logarithmic function. The econometric literature provides further guidance for the optimal specification of slacks; see, for example, Andrews and Soares (2010) and the references therein.
To establish the asymptotic approximation of Λ F by Λ F T (c T ), a stochastic version of Painleve-Kuratowski set convergence (see Molchanov (2006, Appendix B) ) is used. A sequence of non-empty closed subsets Λ T ⊆ Λ is said to Painleve-Kuratowski converge to a closed subset Λ ⊆ Λ, if and only if any λ ∈ Λ is simultaneously a cluster point of some sequence λ T and a limit point in probability of some sequence λ T , with λ T , λ T ∈ Λ T for all T .
More generally, if Λ T and/or Λ are random closed subsets of Λ (in the sense of Molchanov (2006, Chapter 1)), then Λ T Painleve-Kuratowski converges to Λ in probability, if and only if the aforementioned limit and cluster point properties hold with probability converging to one.
In case of multiple optimal solutions to problem (4), several subsequences of λ T might approximate different solutions. In order to ensure a unique solution, strict convexity is assumed for the loss function L in the goal function as well as linear independence of the errors of the various forecast models (U ).
The following theorem establishes various additional consistency properties using the aforementioned assumptions:
converges in probability to max λ∈Λ F G F ,λ . If moreover L is strictly convex and the covariance matrix of U is positive definite then, c) λ T λ F where λ F is the unique solution to (4).
The assumption of strict convexity applies for the Gaussian loss function which underlies the MSFE goal function which is used in the application section. However, it does not hold for the Laplacian loss function which underlies the Mean Absolute Forecast Error (MAFE).
In the latter case, multiple optimal forecast combinations may exist and point convergence cannot be established. Nevertheless, it can still be established that the optimal solution features asymptotically vanishing decision errors for the dominance classification and the optimal value of the goal function; Proposition 4.3 and Theorem 4.4b do not require strict convexity.
Rates and limiting distributions
The limit distributions of the optimal forecast combinations are derived using the above results, a local quadratic approximation for E F T [L (·)] in a neighborhood of λ F , and the limiting behavior of the coefficients of the approximation. The assumption framework is further tightened using the following assumptions: 
lying on the ray that connects λ and λ F .
ii. As T → ∞, for some random vectors
with V λ F an M × M matrix, and for any λ T → λ F ,
continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of λ F , and its derivative at λ F equals 
Û t λ Û tÛ t , and under stationarity, Equipped with these additional assumptions, the limit distribution of the optimal mixing weights can now be derived. 
is strictly convex, and λ T solves (7).
Λ ∞ is the non-empty closed and convex Painleve-Kuratowski limit of
and · denotes the Euclidean norm. (2) and thereby on the benchmark τ , because the asymptotic variance depends on λ F and the limiting Λ ∞ depends on λ F and
Since the elements of Λ F must satisfy the simplex constraints,
interior point of Λ F , then Λ ∞ is a hyperplane and λ ∞ has a singular distribution; if λ F is a boundary point, then λ ∞ will also have a singular distribution but the distribution will be more concentrated.
Whenever E F [s (λ F )] = 0 M , the assumption framework ensures that the limiting criterion is asymptotically dominated by i. For R T > 0, as T → ∞, R T → ∞ and
ii. For all i = 1, . . . , M , and any t = 1, . . . , T , as
iii. The vector process
is strictly stationary and strongly mixing with mixing coefficients (α k ) k∈N that satisfy α k = O (k −r ) for r > Q and Q :=
iv. For some η > 0, such that for β := (β 1 , . . . , β M ) restricted toB β 0 (η) ⊂ R M i=1 q i , and
is almost surely Lipschitz continuous with respect to β, with Lipschitz coefficient l (Z 0 ),
Assumptions ( 
for
The covariance kernel in (14) reflects the sample error variation through the first term, the estimated parameters error variation through the last term and the covariation between the two errors through the remaining terms. When
and/or γ = ∞, any (co-) variation due to the estimated parameters error disappears.
Assumption 4.5'. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied: iii. The function β → dL dx
is almost surely Lipschitz continuous on
vi. The matrix U 0 U 0 is positive definite with positive probability. 
, and 
Extensions
In the framework of Assumption 4.1', the above results can be easily extended to allow recursive and/or fixed sampling schemes for the construction of the estimators β t i for some where f is a positive function slowly diverging to infinity. This specification is sample independent and threshold independent specification and may be suboptimal if one is interested in the quality of the approximation of Λ F by Λ F T (c T ) in small samples. In such cases, the problem of optimal choice of slacks especially in the presence of parameter estimation error merits further research.
Numerical Optimization
Optimization problem
The empirical application will focus on the case with constant slacks: c T (z) = c T ∀z ∈ Z − .
In this case, the empirical dominance conditions in (6) can be reduced to the following finite system
The partial moments are evaluated only at the elements of Z 
Using this notation, the empirical dominance conditions (16) can be rewritten as follows:
A convenient linearization is obtained in the spirit of Rockafellar and Uryasev (2000):
Here, Θ are additional model variables which capture the element-wise positive parts (17) is solvable.
The empirical counterpart of the goal function, can be formulated as
The full optimization problem follows:
Since T M , the number of variables and constraints is O(T 2 ) and increases at a quadratic rate with the number of time-series observations. However, the problem is perfectly tractable for samples of hundreds of observations with standard computer hardware and software. For very large samples of high-frequency data, high-performance platforms and specialized solver software are recommended.
Special cases
For important special cases of the goal function, the Convex Optimization problem reduces to a standard Linear Programming or Convex Quadratic Programming problem.
The goal function based on loss function
A simple way to include this goal function assumes that the zero vector ε T = 0 M has been included in error data matrix E (which is inconsequential for system (18)). Using e i for the i-th unit vector of proper dimensions, so that (Θe T ) is the last column of Θ, the goal function can be linearized as follows:
Similarly, a convex quadratic goal function is obtained when the goal is the MSFE
Hardware and software
The Monte Carlo simulation experiment in Section 6 and the empirical application in Section 7 focus on the special cases of MAFE (20) and MSFE (21) . In these cases, the 
Simulation Experiment
The numerical example of Section 3 is extended to analyze the effect of sampling error on the optimal forecast combination and the effect of the dominance constraints on the goodness of the solution, using Monte Carlo simulation.
Again, X and Y 1 are independent standard uniform random variables. The second forecast, Y 2 , is the mean of n = 1, 2 additional independent standard uniform random variables.
The EWA (λ * 1 = for n = 2.
A total of 1000 independent random samples of T = 10, 30, 100, 300, 1000 paired observations of X, Y 1 and Y 2 are drawn. For every random sample, the latent CDF F is simply estimated using the ECDF F T , since the paired observations are serially independent and identically distributed.
For every sample, the unconstrained empirical problem max λ∈Λ G F T ,λ and its constrained counterpart (7) are solved. The constrained problem is solved using Convex Optimization problem formulation (18) . The objective is minimization of the sample MSFE, using the convex quadratic goal function (20) . Very similar results are obtained for minimizing of MAFE (not reported here). The slack function for the dominance constraints is set at c T = 10 −3 log(T )T −0.5 .
Given the optimal solution for the mixing weights, the population MSFE can be computed
, where n = 1, 2 is the number of standard uniform random variables used to construct Y 2 . Table I ) is the optimal combination and the optimal MSFE is , and the optimal MSFE is 1 9
≈ 0.111. Again, the dominance constraints materially reduce the sensitivity to sampling variation. Naturally, the constrained optimal solution is biased towards to the non-optimal EWA benchmark in small samples.
However, the effect of the bias is limited due to the relative goodness of the EWA benchmark (compared with individual forecasts) and, in addition, the bias vanishes as the sample size increases.
The simulation results confirm the statistical consistency of the mixing weights which was established in Theorem 4.4.b. The results also illustrate how the dominance constraints help to avoid extreme solutions and improve the robustness and accuracy of the solution in finite samples.
[Insert Table I about here.]
Application
VIX forecasting
The proposed methodology is applied to the forecasting of daily log returns to the VIX.
Using daily data ensures a large number of out-of-sample forecasts, which is favorable for the Since each regressor contains complementary information, combinations of the seven base forecasts the can be expected to perform better than individual base forecasts in this application.
For estimating the optimal weights, the analysis uses a rolling estimation window with a length of T = 250 days. In each estimation window, the optimal forecast combination is constructed based on the seven base forecasts.
The objective is to minimize either MAFE or MSFE. The objective function is minimized both with and without the SD constraints (18) . The slack function for the dominance constraints is set equal to c T = 10 −4 log(T )T −0.5 . 
The benchmark for the SD constraints is the Equal
Forecast accuracy measurement
The forecast accuracy of the forecast combination is evaluated out of sample based on the forecast error for the first trading day after the end of the estimation window ('Day T + 1').
The first out-of-sample forecasts are made for December 15, 1993, based on an estimation window which ranges from December 18, 1992, through December 14, 1993. The next forecast is for December 16, 1994 , and shifts the estimation window by one day, starting on December 21, 1992, and ending on December 15, 1993; and so forth.
To measure the out-of-sample goodness, the analysis reports the intercept (c 0 The strategy is very profitable on paper, with an annualized gross Sharpe ratio of around 2 (using the EWA forecast combination). However, the returns are computed here without accounting for financing costs, transactions costs, basis risk (for futures contracts), gamma risk (for straddles) and slippage due to delayed implementation of the daily strategy and hence materially overstates the net Sharpe ratio which is feasible in practice.
Since the net returns of the strategy are difficult to estimate without considering the available trading facilities, the focus here is on the incremental effects of using optimized forecast combinations, using the (annualized) Information Ratio (IR) relative to the trading returns based on the EWA forecast. Table 4 ). Furthermore, the predictive ability is potentially economically relevant, witness the aforementioned Sharpe
Results
Ratio.
The slope of the MZ regression of c 1 = 2.143 suggests that the EWA is biased below the realized VIX return out of sample. A closer inspection reveals that the bias stems from a significant non-linearity (concavity) of the relation between realizations and forecasts for some univariate regression models (notably those models based on short-term reversal), which makes the median forecasts of those models too conservative. The EWA reduces the dispersion of the forecasts by diversification across multiple models but it does not solve the conservative median forecasts of the univariate models, which is reflected in the conservative mean forecast of the EWA.
The minimization of MAFE and MSFE improves significantly upon the statistical goodness of EWA, witness the DM statistics for MAFE and MSFE. The MZ regressions reveal that these improvements stem mostly from reducing the bias of the EWA and the MZ R 2 does not improve materially.
The minimization of MAFE leads to higher accuracy than the minimization of MSFE.
The optimal combination weights reveal that the higher accuracy is achieved by placing more emphasis on day-of-the-week effects (Y 7 is the univariate regression forecasts based on the MAW variable).
In terms of economic significance, the minimization of MAFE and MSFE leads to negative
IRs which amounts to deterioration of the Sharpe ratio relative to the EWA. The IR of -0.142 for MAFE minimization is a striking contrast to the statistical goodness measures. A closer inspection reveals that the optimized models are less successful at forecasting large VIX increases than the EWA and thus provide an inferior basis for conditional volatility trading.
The forecasting accuracy of the optimized models deteriorates sharply during the GFC subsample. In this subsample, all accuracy measures point at underperformance relative to EWA: The MZ R 2 drops below 2 percent, the DM statistics turn negative and the IRs show large negative values.
The optimized combinations strongly benefit from imposing the SD constraints by every Whereas unconstrained optimization of forecast combinations struggles to improve upon simple averaging, robust optimization based on SD constraints yields material improvements in statistical and economic goodness in this application.
[Insert Table 1 
and analogously
Using this and (the dual part of) Beer, Rockafellar and Wets (1992, Thm 3.1), the result in part (a) follows, because, for any λ ∈ Λ F for which Z = λ = ∅, due to the Portmanteau Lemma and the properties of c T ,
which equals to one, while if λ T λ / ∈ Λ F (or the latter is a cluster point), since Λ F is open and by construction inf z∈Z − D λ T √ T F, z almost surely diverges to −∞ faster than
, it follows that any such λ cannot lie inside the limiting set. For part (b), notice that, since Λ is compact and separable, the Painleve-Kuratowski convergence on the hyperspace of its closed non-empty subsets is metrizable (see Molchanov (2006, Appendix B) ) and the relevant metric space is complete and separable. Lemma 4.2, implies as previously the epi-convergence in probability of Proof of Theorem 4.6. It follows from λ T λ F that λ T ∈B λ F with probability tending to one (w.h.p.). Due to Lemma 4.2, the Continuous Mapping Theorem, the strict convexity of E F [L (U λ)], and the Portmanteau Theorem, it follows that, for any ε > 0,
Hence, with w.h.p. λ T belongs to Λ F and asymptotically solves (4) 
, which is then projected to Λ F ∩B λ F (η) − λ F to obtain its constrained minimizer there. Theorem 4.4.(c) implies that the latter is zero, which implies, via Borwein and Lewis (2010, Prop 6.3.9), that −H
] must also lie inside the aforementioned normal cones. Similarly, u T is w.h.p. the minimizer of
. Due to Assumption 4.5.
(ii), the function is convex w.h.p. Its unconstrained minimizer is w.h.p. equal to −E
which is then projected to
and thereby, using the Projection Theorem (Bertsekas (1999, Prop 2.1.3)), u T equals
for any u ∈ R M and C a closed convex subset, P (u, C) := arg min z∈C u − z . Due to the local equality to a cone of Λ F ∩B λ F (η) − λ F and Bertsekas (1999, Prop 2. 1.3.(b) ), u T also equals, w.h.p., P − 
where fidi → denotes fidi convergence, while G (z, λ, β) is a zero-mean Gaussian process with uniformly continuous sample paths in ∞ Z − × Λ ×B β 0 (η) , and covariance kernel . By Proposition 2.1, SCLSD occurs if and only if the optimal mixture reduces expected loss for every threshold level. Table I : Simulated Properties of the Empirical Solution. X and Y 1 are independent standard uniform random variables; Y 2 is the mean of n = 1, 2 independent standard uniform random variables. A total of 10,0000 independent random samples of T = 10, 30, 100, 300, 1000 paired observations of X, Y 1 and Y 2 are drawn. For every random sample, the latent CDF F is estimated using the ECDF F T and the unconstrained optimization problem max λ∈Λ G F T ,λ and the constrained optimization problem (7) are solved with the objective of minimizing the sample MSFE and the EWA as the benchmark. Given the optimal mixing weights λ * T,1 and λ * T,2 , the population MSFE can be computed as λ * T,1 2 + 1 n λ * T,2 2 + 1 1 12 . Shown are the 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th and 90th percentile breakpoints (P10, ..., P90) of the weight λ * T,1 and the MSFE. 
